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PRIVATE SCHOOL AUTHORITY ANNUAL EDUCATION RESULTS REPORT
2019-2020 FOR PARKLAND COMMUNITY LIVING AND SUPPORTS
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ACCOUNTABILITY STATEMENT

The Annual Education Results Report for Parkland Community Living and Supports Society (Parkland School)
for the 2019-2020 school year was prepared under the direction of the Parkland Community Living and Supports
Society Board of Directors in accordance with the responsibilities under the Private Schools Regulation and the
Education Grants Regulation. The Board is committed to using the results in this report, to the best of its
abilities, to improve outcomes for students and to ensure that all students in the private school authority can
acquire the knowledge, skills and attitudes they need to be self-reliant, responsible, caring and contributing
members of society.
The Annual Education Results Report for 2019/2020 was approved by the Board of Directors of Parkland
Community Living and Supports Society on November 29, 2020.

SIGNED: __________________________________________
(Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Parkland
Community Living and Supports Society)

__________________________________________
(Principal of Parkland School

___________________________________________
(Chief of Educational Services)

____________________________
(Dated)
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CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION

Parkland School is a Designated Special Education Private School located in Red Deer, Alberta.
Total enrollment fluctuates between 25-30 students aged five years eight months (5.8) and nineteen (19) years
(as of September 1). Parkland School enrollment consists of students with severe disabilities including
developmental, physical and medical issues. The special emphasis at Parkland School is prioritized learning in
literacy and numeracy, life skills, liberating technology, video-modelling speech and reading,
vocational/leisure training and sensory integration techniques. Communication is the number one priority for
all students, whether they are verbal or non-verbal.

TRENDS AND ISSUES

TRENDS ARE:
*The use of at-home learning when faced with school closures due to pandemic situations. This means
offering daily virtual classes for students or providing alternatives to those classes such as print-based
materials, provision of resources and phone calls to parents/caregivers in order to aid in the continuation of
teaching directed at the IPP goals specified for each student.
*At-home learning in the virtual platform will include literacy, numeracy, Advanced classroom learning,
physical movement and sensory integration techniques for home use.
*The development of an effective model to assess students while in at-home learning situations through the
use of teacher partnerships where the teacher delivers the virtual lessons and the partnering teacher assesses
the students on-line for compliance/progress on specific IPP goals. Print-based materials and resource
materials will be delivered and collected by administration staff and assessments will be conducted through
phone calls with parents/caregivers on a regular basis by the teachers.
*The use of precautionary measures if students return to school during a pandemic situation (these precautions
will include the use of digital thermometers for temperature checks, extensive cleaning of equipment and
classrooms throughout the day, use of hand sanitizers for all each time they enter or leave a classroom, floor
signage to keep students and staff moving in the right direction to enter and leave spaces and maintain
physical distancing at all times, the use of cohort groups to discourage mixing of classroom groups, no group
activities such as assemblies or parties, no community outings and no visitors to the school unless absolutely
necessary).
*The use of GEMIINI on-line video-modelling system for speech, language, reading, socialization and life
skills (unlocking Phase 2 of Gemiini will provide access to 100,000 videos for increased availability to
individualized focus for all student concerns and learning opportunities).
*The use of iPads to enhance and expand the individual student communication systems for non-verbal
students.
*The use of iPads and Smartboards for teaching/practicing basic skill development, both cognitive and
motor–related for all students.
*The use of iPads to utilize games, music and relaxation apps for leisure (learn more by studying the SETT
framework).
*Serving more students with multiple disabilities and high medical needs/issues.
*Serving more students with high behavioral issues – some requiring two aides due to the severity of their
issues, individual spaces to provide security and safety for all and a place where learning can take place for
those students who cannot tolerate group interaction.
*The use of Interactive Flat Panels and the internet as an expansive educational resource.
*The need to provide at-home learning opportunities to students whose parents are not comfortable with the
return to school during the pandemic.
ISSUES INCLUDE:
*The new reality of at-home learning due to the COVID19 pandemic has been both complicated and
enlightening due to our student population and their need for hands-on education to develop skills as well as
our complications with the use of Internet in our brick building (new resources, satellite boosters, headphones
and web cams had to be purchased to make virtual classes work). We continue to grow/refine our skills to
provide instruction in this manner.
*Finding a way to deliver the virtual classes to the most students possible while working with parents and
residential staff situations.
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*Grant money from Alberta Education has been revised as of Sept 1, 2020 in a new funding framework.
*The unionization of school employees has resulted in a pay grid system in the collective agreement. There
were 2% raises in the 19/20 school term for staff that qualified.
*A new collective agreement will be released in the new year.
*The funds from CARCSD (Central Alberta Regional Collaborative Service Delivery) will no longer be
available according to the new funding framework by Alberta Education.
*Parents/guardians are more often being denied service through Pediatric Rehabilitation Red Deer for OT, PT,
vision, hearing and communication therapy; therefore the school must contract consultants in the
community for assessments and recommendations. These contracts are very costly and we find ourselves
having to fundraise to offer such services to our students.

ANTICIPATED CHANGES











Zoom meetings with students/parents/guardians/residential staff and at-home learning packages will
be used for education options if there are school closures or if the students are at home due to
isolation/parent not wanting re-entry. We will also use Zoom meetings for meetings with Alberta
Education, parent-teacher interviews for parents/social workers/guardians not able to physically
attend, student case conferences involving many team and community members and virtual
celebrations in the future.
On-line resources/links are now available on the school website for parents to utilize during the
COVID-19 school closure. These resources will be expanded/updated into the future to aid the
parents with at-home activities year round (we can monitor the use of these resources according to
visits to the site).
Teachers will continue to expand usage of IFP (Integrative Flat Panels – second generation
Smartboards) for teaching and video-modelling.
Teachers will expand the use of GEMIINI on-line program for literacy, numeracy, speech, signing,
socialization and life skills for all students three times per day in classes and over the lunch period.
The school will execute further implementation of educational technology with the use of the SETT
framework.
The utilization of visits from community consultants to review current student practices (formerly put
in place) for effectiveness and the provision of updates if necessary.
The eventual use of a virtual reality program to offer all our students immersive experiences that
provide them with a way to engage with the world in ways never thought possible. The expansive
library of experiences will provide increased knowledge as well as excitement, thrills and stress
reduction through meditative calming experiences. It will be so exciting to launch a new and
innovative program for all the students! We are committed to fundraising enough funds to make this
happen….

HIGHLIGHTS

Students steadily showed improvement in their cognitive skills (receptive communication) due to the







use of the Gemiini on-line, video-modelling program offered twice per day.
Skill development/improvement on IPPs and annual assessments rose by 30% on average.
The Principal and Director job descriptions were reviewed and revised as necessary to comply with
Alberta Education standards. Duties and responsibilities were clarified for each position.
The Parkland School website (parklandschool.org) was completely redesigned to make it more userfriendly and appealing. With the redesign came new website pages of on-line suggestions for parents
regarding special apps and activities to be used with the students during periods of school
closures/holidays and breaks.
A new funding framework was announced by Alberta Education and meeting were held to explain
the changes coming in 2020/2021.
With the development of Covid-19 in March, 2020, the school was closed. This was the beginning of
many occurrences to come during the last quarter of the school year:
o The development of at-home learning options for all students including packages sent home
with schoolwork/loaned equipment and zoom classes/meetings on-line.
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o

The development of an e-mail system to communicate with all the parents, guardians and
residential supervisors about on-line classes, resources and pertinent school information
during school closure and beyond.
o The development and disbursement of manuals for teachers and parents to navigate the online zoom meetings efficiently.
o Many conversations with parents to solve technical problems with on-line learning
platforms.
o The purchase of the necessary equipment to run on-line classes (satellite boosters, webcams
for smartboards, headsets).
o Permission from Gemiini and Starfall to share the daily content during zoom meeting
classes.
o The many meetings between the Administration Team of the school and Alberta Education
field managers and technical support personnel where stellar help/advise, resource
suggestions and ultimately the Action Plan gave us the direction we needed to reinvent
instruction for the students and move forward.

A virtual zoom party in honor of our one graduate where several students and staff enjoyed a special
video and music.

When the re-entry plan was announced in July, 2020, there was much to do to prepare for a
successful re-launch in September:
o A re-entry plan was formulated and submitted to Alberta Education (and subsequently
revised a few times)
o A new partnership was made with Alberta Health Services to help navigate the precise
operation of the school through the Covid-19 pandemic
o The purchase of all the equipment needed to ensure the safety of all students and staff upon
re-launch (floor signage, disinfectants, hand sanitizers, room foggers, air purifiers, gloves,
masks, face shields, and spray bottles), some of which were supplied by Alberta Education
o Deep disinfecting and cleaning of the entire school and portables inside and out
o Changes in schedules to accommodate the increased time taken to follow the guidelines and
keep everyone safe each day
o Meetings with school staff to explain the re-entry mandates and extra precautions to be
taken
o Classrooms were set up differently due to distancing and health precautions

A “Mobility Path” was designed and completed in July/20. The asphalt path was put in the backyard
playground of the school and will be used for all students for their mobility training (wheelchair,
walker, bike, specialized trike, walking). The path was entirely paid for from the proceeds received
from the “Birdies for Kids” fundraiser which matched any donations to the school by 50%.

A small trampoline was dug into the grass between the paths to provide sensory integration benefits
as well as muscle-strengthening exercise for the students during outdoor play. The plan is to put two
more trampolines in the same area in the Spring. All three trampolines were donated to the school.
 With the addition of the mobility path, a new Outdoor Recreation and Mobility class was created and
put in the new school schedule. The afternoon class will have the entire staff available in each room
to teach and model playground equipment skills, sharing, social skills and mobility of all kinds.
What started out to be a typical school term certainly turned out to be one that will not be forgotten.
There were challenges, disappointments, intense learning curves and great excitement for change.
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FUTURE CHALLENGES






















to refine the at-home learning platform to suit all students and their unique circumstances
to seek new and innovative ways to provide every non-verbal student with a unique communication
system that works for them now and in the future
to continue to provide sensory integration practices to every student on a daily basis
to continue to purchase Gemiini on-line program on an annual basis for all students
to work within the new funding model starting September 1, 2020 to maintain the integrity of our
unique programming
to continue to fundraise and receive donations in this downward economy
to continue to provide the adequate staff to student ratio needed for success and safety of all students
to continue to raise the wages of staff (if possible) in order to keep the qualified, caring staff we have
now
to continue to provide a sensory integration/OT consultant with no more dedicated support from
CARCSD going forward
to assist parents/guardians to access community services for OT, PT, speech, vision and hearing when
possible and provide support by attending appointments and implementing strategies/programs at
school
to continue with the iPad project and identify the best apps to use for communication and educational
purposes
to encourage parents to purchase iPads for their children to use at school and home
to find funds to afford costly private consultants (assessments and recommendations) when needed
to enhance Smartboard learning by purchasing the necessary apps and paying annual fees
to continue to invite our aboriginal Elders to provide our students with activities (drumming circles,
teepee raising, dance demonstrations, talks) and provide education and enlightenment to our staff at
our annual conference (as per TQS)
to offer effective learning sessions at our annual staff conference and utilize training from community
services and professionals to improve the staff knowledge base regarding our student disabilities and
capabilities (as per LQS)
to use our Gemiini on-line program to provide more sessions on socialization and self-help skills
during our lunch period (as per TQS)

LOCAL GOALS

Local goals are used throughout the document to provide continuous improvement for student achievement
and growth. See attached Program Ends Policies for accomplishment of mission and vision over the long
term.
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May 2020

Accountability Pillar Overall Summary
Parkland Community
Living and

Alberta

Current
Result

Prev
Year
Result

Prev
Year
Result

Prev 3
Year
Average

Achievement

Improvement

Overall

Safe and Caring

n/a

n/a

100.0

89.4

89.0

89.2

n/a

n/a

n/a

Program of Studies

n/a

n/a

62.1

82.4

82.2

82.0

n/a

n/a

n/a

Education Quality

n/a

n/a

72.9

90.3

90.2

90.1

n/a

n/a

n/a

Drop Out Rate

0.0

10.3

10.3

2.7

2.6

2.7

Very High

n/a

n/a

High School Completion
Rate (3 yr)

n/a

*

n/a

79.7

79.1

78.4

n/a

n/a

n/a

PAT: Acceptable

n/a

*

0.0

n/a

73.8

73.6

n/a

n/a

n/a

PAT: Excellence

n/a

*

0.0

n/a

20.6

20.0

n/a

n/a

n/a

Diploma: Acceptable

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

83.6

83.4

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

24.0

23.5

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

*

n/a

56.4

56.3

55.6

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

66.6

64.8

63.5

n/a

n/a

n/a

*

n/a

n/a

60.1

59.0

58.5

*

*

*

Work Preparation

n/a

n/a

70.8

84.1

83.0

82.7

n/a

n/a

n/a

Citizenship

n/a

n/a

92.5

83.3

82.9

83.2

n/a

n/a

n/a

Parental Involvement

n/a

n/a

84.1

81.8

81.3

81.2

n/a

n/a

n/a

Continuous Improvement School Improvement

n/a

n/a

91.7

81.5

81.0

80.9

n/a

n/a

n/a

Measure Category

Safe and Caring Schools

Student Learning
Opportunities

Student Learning
Achievement (Grades K9)

Measure

Diploma: Excellence
Student Learning
Achievement (Grades 10- Diploma Exam Participation
Rate (4+ Exams)
12)
Rutherford Scholarship
Eligibility Rate
Preparation for Lifelong
Learning, World of Work,
Citizenship
Parental Involvement

Transition Rate (6 yr)

Prev 3
Current
Year
Result
Average

Measure Evaluation

Notes:
1. Data values have been suppressed where the number of respondents/students is fewer than 6. Suppression is marked with an asterisk (*).
2. Overall evaluations can only be calculated if both improvement and achievement evaluations are available.
3. Results for the ACOL measures are available in the detailed report: see "ACOL Measures" in the Table of Contents.
4. Student participation in the survey was impacted between 2014 and 2017 due to the number of students responding through the
OurSCHOOL/TTFM (Tell Them From Me) survey tool.
5. Aggregated PAT results are based upon a weighted average of percent meeting standards (Acceptable, Excellence). The weights are the
number of students enrolled in each course. Courses included: English Language Arts (Grades 6, 9, 9 KAE); Français (6e et 9e année);
French Language Arts (6e et 9e année); Mathematics (Grades 6, 9, 9 KAE); Science (Grades 6, 9, 9 KAE); and Social Studies (Grades 6, 9, 9
KAE).
6. Participation in Provincial Achievement Tests was impacted by the fires in May to June 2016 and May to June 2019. Caution should be used
when interpreting trends over time for the province and those school authorities affected by these events.
7. Aggregated Diploma results are a weighted average of percent meeting standards (Acceptable, Excellence) on Diploma Examinations. The
weights are the number of students writing the Diploma Examination for each course. Courses included: English Language Arts 30-1; English
Language Arts 30-2; French Language Arts 30-1; Français 30-1; Mathematics 30-1; Mathematics 30-2; Chemistry 30; Physics 30; Biology 30;
Science 30; Social Studies 30-1; and Social Studies 30-2.
8. Caution should be used when interpreting evaluations and results over time for Mathematics 30-1/30-2, as equating was not in place until the
2016/17 school year. Alberta Education does not comment on province wide trends until it has five years of equated examination data.
9. Participation in Diploma Examinations was impacted by the fires in May to June 2016 and May to June 2019. Caution should be used when
interpreting trends over time for the province and those school authorities affected by these events.
10. Weighting of school-awarded marks in diploma courses increased from 50% to 70% in the 2015/16 school year. Caution should be used when
interpreting trends over time.
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Measure Evaluation Reference (Optional)
Achievement Evaluation
Achievement evaluation is based upon a comparison of Current Year data to a set of standards that remain consistent over time. The
Standards are calculated by taking the 3-year average of baseline data for each measure across all school jurisdictions and calculating the
5th, 25th, 75th and 95th percentiles. Once calculated, these standards remain in place from year to year to allow for consistent planning and
evaluation.
The table below shows the range of values defining the 5 achievement evaluation levels for each measure.
Measure

Very Low

Low

Intermediate

High

Very High

Safe and Caring

0.00 - 77.62

77.62 - 81.05

81.05 - 84.50

84.50 - 88.03

88.03 - 100.00

Program of Studies

0.00 - 66.31

66.31 - 72.65

72.65 - 78.43

78.43 - 81.59

81.59 - 100.00

Education Quality

0.00 - 80.94

80.94 - 84.23

84.23 - 87.23

87.23 - 89.60

89.60 - 100.00

Drop Out Rate

100.00 - 9.40

9.40 - 6.90

6.90 - 4.27

4.27 - 2.79

2.79 - 0.00

High School Completion Rate (3 yr)

0.00 - 57.03

57.03 - 62.36

62.36 - 73.88

73.88 - 81.79

81.79 - 100.00

PAT: Acceptable

0.00 - 66.07

66.07 - 70.32

70.32 - 79.81

79.81 - 84.64

84.64 - 100.00

PAT: Excellence

0.00 - 9.97

9.97 - 13.44

13.44 - 19.56

19.56 - 25.83

25.83 - 100.00

Diploma: Acceptable

0.00 - 71.45

71.45 - 78.34

78.34 - 84.76

84.76 - 87.95

87.95 - 100.00

Diploma: Excellence

0.00 - 9.55

9.55 - 12.59

12.59 - 19.38

19.38 - 23.20

23.20 - 100.00

Diploma Exam Participation Rate (4+ Exams)

0.00 - 31.10

31.10 - 44.11

44.11 - 55.78

55.78 - 65.99

65.99 - 100.00

Rutherford Scholarship Eligibility Rate

0.00 - 47.98

47.98 - 55.78

55.78 - 68.95

68.95 - 74.96

74.96 - 100.00

Transition Rate (6 yr)

0.00 - 39.80

39.80 - 46.94

46.94 - 56.15

56.15 - 68.34

68.34 - 100.00

Work Preparation

0.00 - 66.92

66.92 - 72.78

72.78 - 77.78

77.78 - 86.13

86.13 - 100.00

Citizenship

0.00 - 66.30

66.30 - 71.63

71.63 - 77.50

77.50 - 81.08

81.08 - 100.00

Parental Involvement

0.00 - 70.76

70.76 - 74.58

74.58 - 78.50

78.50 - 82.30

82.30 - 100.00

School Improvement

0.00 - 65.25

65.25 - 70.85

70.85 - 76.28

76.28 - 80.41

80.41 - 100.00

Notes:
1) For all measures except Drop Out Rate: The range of values at each evaluation level is interpreted as greater than or equal to the lower
value, and less than the higher value. For the Very High evaluation level, values range from greater than or equal to the lower value to
100%.
2) Drop Out Rate measure: As "Drop Out Rate" is inverse to most measures (i.e., lower values are "better"), the range of values at each
evaluation level is interpreted as greater than the lower value and less than or equal to the higher value. For the Very High evaluation
level, values range from 0% to less than or equal to the higher value.

Improvement Table
For each jurisdiction, improvement evaluation consists of comparing the Current Year result for each measure with the previous three-year
average. A chi-square statistical test is used to determine the significance of the improvement. This test takes into account the size of the
jurisdiction in the calculation to make improvement evaluation fair across jurisdictions of different sizes.
The table below shows the definition of the 5 improvement evaluation levels based upon the chi-square result.
Evaluation Category

Chi-Square Range

Declined Significantly

3.84 + (current < previous 3-year average)

Declined

1.00 - 3.83 (current < previous 3-year average)

Maintained

less than 1.00

Improved

1.00 - 3.83 (current > previous 3-year average)

Improved Significantly

3.84 + (current > previous 3-year average)

Overall Evaluation Table
The overall evaluation combines the Achievement Evaluation and the Improvement Evaluation. The table below illustrates how the
Achievement and Improvement evaluations are combined to get the overall evaluation.
Achievement
Improvement

Very High

High

Intermediate

Low

Very Low

Improved Significantly

Excellent

Good

Good

Good

Acceptable

Improved

Excellent

Good

Good

Acceptable

Issue

Maintained

Excellent

Good

Acceptable

Issue

Concern

Good

Acceptable

Issue

Issue

Concern

Acceptable

Issue

Issue

Concern

Concern

Declined
Declined Significantly

Category Evaluation
The category evaluation is an average of the Overall Evaluation of the measures that make up the category. For the purpose of the
calculation, consider an Overall Evaluation of Excellent to be 2, Good to be 1, Acceptable to be 0, Issue to be -1, and Concern to be -2. The
simple average (mean) of these values rounded to the nearest integer produces the Category Evaluation value. This is converted back to a
colour using the same scale above (e.g., 2=Excellent, 1=Good, 0=Intermediate, -1=Issue, -2=Concern)
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Outcome One: Alberta’s students are successful
Performance Measure

Results (in percentages)

Target

Evaluation

Targets

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2020 Achievement Improvement Overall 2021 2022 2023

Overall percentage of students in
Grades 6 and 9 who achieved the
acceptable standard on Provincial
Achievement Tests (overall cohort
results).

*

*

0.0

*

*

Overall percentage of students in
Grades 6 and 9 who achieved the
standard of excellence on
Provincial Achievement Tests
(overall cohort results).

*

*

0.0

*

*

n/a
*

*

*

*

*

*

n/a

Commentary on Results

No results as parkland school students do not participate in provincial achievement tests due to severe cognitive disabilities.

Outcome One: Alberta’s students are successful (continued)

Performance Measure

Results (in percentages)

Target

Evaluation

Targets

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2020 Achievement Improvement Overall 2021 2022 2023

High School Completion Rate –
Percentage of students who
completed high school within three
years of entering Grade 10.

n/a

n/a

*

n/a

*

n/a

*

*

*

Percentage of students writing four
or more diploma exams within
three years of entering Grade 10.

n/a

n/a

*

n/a

*

n/a

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

*

*

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Drop Out Rate - annual dropout
rate of students aged 14 to 18

High school to post-secondary
transition rate of students within six n/a
years of entering Grade 10.
Percentage of Grade 12 students
eligible for a Rutherford
Scholarship.

n/a

n/a

Commentary on Results




One student graduated in June, 2019.
We had no students drop out of school.
Our students are not eligible for scholarships.
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Local Outcome: Students demonstrate achievement and success with
completion of Individual Program Plan (IPP) goals.
Performance Measure
LOCAL: Percentage of
students completing
goals and improving
skills identified on their
Individual Program
Plans (IPP).

Results (in percentages)
2016

2017

2018

2019

SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO

91%

88% 100% 100%

Target

2020

2020

SCHOOL
INFO

BASED ON
5 YR AVG

96%

Evaluation

Targets

Achievement Improvement Overall 2021 2022 2023

96%

95%

97% 98%

Commentary on Results










The 2019 target of 95% was exceeded at 96%. Every student except one who started school just before
the covid-19 closure, improved/completed several goals on their IPPs.
Some students in the Advanced classroom were able to practice their literacy and numeracy skills in real
world situations through community pre-vocational training.
Action/sing-along activities in the Language/Reading classes promoted more verbal communication.
The use of Smartboards gave the teachers far more resources than ever before to focus on specific goals in
their program delivery.
Two students moved to the Advanced classroom due to the results on their IPPs.
All students continued their sensory integration load-up routines daily, resulting in more focus and
calmness in their other classes.
The new practice of “”student brain-storming” done during monthly classroom meetings has allowed all
classroom staff to focus in on one student per month. They have the opportunity to offer
suggestions/ideas and strategic input into program delivery to help the child improve on specific goals.
All IPPs were undated in January and most goals finalized by the end of March (due to Covid-19).
Additional goals sheets were completed in June for at-home learning skills. The final interviews with
parents were completed end of June by the Principal.

Continuing Practices linked to results

IPP treated as a working document and revised/edited as necessary to keep goals current and achievable

renewal of annual subscriptions to Gemiini, Starfall and Smartboard Learning Suite

two School surveys per term for caregiver/parental input into the goals presented and suggestions for additional goals

monthly criterion testing on individual goals

Local Outcome: Students demonstrate progress on their annual criterionbased assessments.
Performance Measure
LOCAL: Percentage of
students showing
advancement in skill
development on their
annual assessments
(Brigance Inventory of
Early Development,
Brigance Inventory of
Basic Skills, Brigance
Inventory of Life Skills,
Carolina Infant and
Toddler Assessment,
Carolina Pre-Schoolers
Assessment).

Alberta Education

Results (in percentages)
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO

74%

79%

90% 100% 86%

Target
2020

BASED ON
5 YR AVG

86%

Evaluation

Targets

Achievement Improvement Overall 2021 2022 2023

87%

88% 89%
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Commentary on Results











The 2019 target of 83% was exceeded at 86%.
Secondary students exhibited more skills when given more independence in tasks where possible. More
willingness was shown by students to accept hand-over-hand activities with increased practice. This led to
more independence, empowerment and skill development.
In the Junior classroom, social interaction time at recess and in phys ed classes was developed by giving
the student a chance to lead the interaction by roaming/exploring/showing interest in others. The staff
then built on these opportunities for skill development. An increase in positive peer-to-peer interactions
was seen (sharing space, items, time and eye contact).
Students enjoyed swimming, bowling, shopping and walks in the community that improved their gross
motor, strength and endurance skills.
Students enjoyed the Starfall app and were able to interact with it on the smartboards to gain greater
literacy and numeracy skills.
In Math class, an increased usage of manipulatives for hands-on learning greatly improved the students’
fine motor skills. Success was then noted in tracing, cutting, gluing, sorting and pencil grasp with less
verbal prompting/help from the aides.
Students were exposed to a variety of experiential activities through on-line and community-based
learning platforms.

Continuing Practices linked to Results

personal growth and behavioral goals from the annual criterion-based assessments
a four month period to complete the annual student assessments to ensure fair and honest results in all areas

a no-tolerance sickness policy increases the percentage of students able to attend more regularly and gain overall skill development

Gemiini use during lunch hour (self-help and socialization video-modelling sessions)

Starfall app use in Language/Reading and Math/Fine Motor classes

Outcome One: Alberta’s students are successful (continued)
Performance Measure

Results (in percentages)

Target

Evaluation

Targets

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2020 Achievement Improvement Overall 2020 2021 2022

Percentage of teachers, parents
and students who are satisfied that
89.7 90.0 95.0
students model the characteristics
of active citizenship.

*

*

91.0

n/a

n/a

n/a

92

93

94

Commentary on Results








Some students from the Advanced classroom took part in grocery shopping, recycling and pre-vocational
training at a local thrift store.
Students took part in some yard maintenance such as gardening, mowing with a push mower, and weeding
if able.
The Advanced classroom students created a poster on citizenship and what that meant to them. It was
hung in the hallway in the main school.
More students were encouraged to create relationships with other peers while playing.
The use of community facilities for shopping programs and recreation taught our students good citizenship
skills in a realistic environment.
All students physically capable were involved in electronics recycling, picking up garbage in the Spring
along the paths and physical fitness days/challenges throughout the year.

Alberta Education
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Outcome Two:

First Nations, Métis, and Inuit students in Alberta are
successful

(Results and evaluations for First Nations, Métis and Inuit measures are required for
Public/Separate/Francophone School Authorities only)
Performance Measure

Results (in percentages)

Target

Evaluation

Targets

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2020 Achievement Improvement Overall 2021 2022 2023

Overall percentage of selfidentified FNMI students in
Grades 6 and 9 who achieved
the acceptable standard on
Provincial Achievement Tests
(overall cohort results).

*

*

*

*

*

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Overall percentage of selfidentified FNMI students in
Grades 6 and 9 who achieved
the standard of excellence on
Provincial Achievement Tests
(overall cohort results).

*

*

*

*

*

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Overall percentage of selfidentified FNMI students who
achieved the acceptable
standard on diploma
examinations (overall results).

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Overall percentage of selfidentified FNMI students who
achieved the standard of
excellence on diploma
examinations (overall results).

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Outcome Two:
First Nations, Métis, and Inuit students in Alberta are
successful (continued)
Performance Measure

Results (in percentages)

Target

Evaluation

Targets

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2020 Achievement Improvement Overall 2021 2022 2023

High School Completion Rate –
Percentage of self-identified
FNMI students who completed n/a
high school within three years
of entering Grade 10.

n/a

n/a

*

*

n/a

*

*

*

Percentage of self-identified
FNMI students writing four or
more diploma exams within
three years of entering Grade
10.

n/a

n/a

*

*

*

n/a

*

*

*

Drop Out Rate - annual dropout
rate of self-identified FNMI
students aged 14 to 18.

*

*

*

*

*

n/a

*

*

*

High school to post-secondary
transition rate of self-identified
FNMI students within six years
of entering Grade 10.

*

*

n/a

*

*

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Percentage of Grade 12 selfidentified FNMI students
eligible for a Rutherford
Scholarship.

NOTE: ALL PARKLAND SCHOOL STUDENTS HAVE SEVERE DISABILITIES AND DO NOT WRITE PROVINCIAL
ACHIEVEMENT TESTS OR RECEIVE SCHOLARSHIPS – THEY GRADUATE WHEN THEIR FUNDING CEASES
(ALBERTA EDUCATION/NORTHWEST TERRITORIES/NUNAVET/SOCIAL SERVICES/ADVANCING FUTURES,
JORDAN’S PRINCIPLE).
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Local Outcome: Self/guardian-declared First Nations, Metis and Inuit
students are respected for their diversity
Performance
Measure
LOCAL: FNMI
students are given
opportunities to
engage in activities
presented by
PCLASS or
community
organizations to
further their
knowledge of
indigenous culture.
LOCAL: Teachers
utilize resources to
help other students
understand the FNMI
cultures.

Results (in percentages)
2016

Target

2017

2018

2019

2020

‘

‘

‘

‘

2020

SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Evaluation

Targets

Achievement Improvement Overall 2021 2022 2023

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

BASED ON
5 YR AVG

n/a

SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

BASED ON
5 YR AVG

n/a

*new local outcome to be reported on in 2021
Commentary on Results









Note



We continue to supply as many events/educational supplies/information to the First Nations, Metis
and Inuit students as possible:
o books on aboriginal/Inuit cultures
o drumming circles with Elders
o aboriginal dance troupe demonstrations
o music CD’s
o movies
o language CD (Cree)
o teepee raisings/activities
o cultural food preparation in Snack class
o cultural videos
o Orange shirt day
o talks with Elders
o art supplies for crafts (beading)
o show and tell opportunities
o information from social workers on accessible/appropriate resources
o aboriginal day celebration in June
The majority of events shared with PCLASS take place in the March-June quarter of our school year
and we missed this due to the covid-19 school closure.
The Advanced classroom students and staff made bannock in their baking class and served it to others
with jam made from strawberries grown in our own garden!
One of the Advanced classroom students used craft supplies to complete some beading.
We enjoyed two visits from guardians from the North who came to tour the school and see their
children in this environment.
We were able to view some indigenous films on Disney+ this term due to the generous donation of a
subscription by a staff member.

Due to the cognitive capabilities of our students, the details of treaties, agreements, the history and education for reconciliation
is not being offered other than a talk about Orange Shirt Day with the Advanced classroom students.
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Outcome Three: Alberta has excellent teachers, school leaders, and school
authority leaders
Performance Measure
Percentage of teachers,
parents and students satisfied
with the opportunity for
students to receive a broad
program of studies including
fine arts, career, technology,
and health and physical
education.

Results (in percentages)

Target

Evaluation

Targets

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2020 Achievement Improvement Overall 2021 2022 2023

83.7 70.8 53.4

n/a

*

69.3

n/a

n/a

n/a

70

71

72

Commentary on Results


















2020 results were suppressed due to less than six respondents. School surveys reported parents
satisfied with the opportunity for students to receive a broad program of studies including technology,
physical education and life skills training was 84.6%.
Students at the school were given the opportunity to take part in Snoezelen, sensory integration gym
activities, snack program, pre-vocational pursuits, community awareness, weekly recreation and
mobility training as well as their academic classes.
Walker training was incorporated into everyday class times for the students in the Primary and
Secondary classrooms.
Students from the Primary and Secondary classrooms were scheduled for classes with their peers in
literacy, numeracy, snack, sensory integration gym and Gemiini presentations.
The Sensory Integration program expanded to offer more stretching, mobility and heavy muscle work.
Junior and Advanced classroom teachers incorporated weekly baking sessions into their programs.
Music classes for all classrooms were held in the playroom and included movement/sing along videos,
musical instruments and music appreciation.
Swimming and bowling activities at local venues were continued on Friday mornings.
Modified programs/environments were offered to students struggling with severe autism to reduce
anxiety and help them achieve their goals.
Homeroom teachers continued to teach all afternoon classes in arts+crafts, life skills, physical
education, computers, shopping and recreational/leisure pursuits.
Zoom classes were offered in June to deliver programming during the covid-19 school closure. This
gave us the opportunity to learn and plan for a more extensive offering of all classes should there be a
need for at-home learning in the next term.
Low-tech communication solutions (Boardmaker/real picture schedules/albums) were used with some
students while iPads, technical talkers and iPhones were used with others to offer them the opportunity
to make choices and communicate their wants and needs to others.
Bi-annual surveys (only one this year due to school closure) were utilized by parents to express any
concerns/suggestions they might have about the programming and quality of education at the school.
These suggestions were discussed at parent-teacher interviews or with teachers/Director throughout the
year.
Gemiini programming was utilized twice per day in classes to improve receptive and expressive
language for all students.
More socialization, sportsmanship and play skills were taught in Junior, Senior and Advanced physical
education classes.
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Local Outcome: Children and youth with at risk factors have their needs
addressed through timely and effective programs and supports.
Performance
Measure
LOCAL: Number of
students being served
by sensory integration
OT/PT partially
funded by CARCSD
funds through AB
ED).
LOCAL: Number of
students being served
by Gemiini Speech
Program.

Results (in percentages)
2016

2017

2018

2019

Target

2020

SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO

32
-

31
30

27
28

15
26

12
28

2020

Evaluation

Targets

Achievement Improvement Overall 2021 2022 2023

BASED ON
5 YR AVG

28
28

n/a

n/a

n/a

Commentary on Results











The 2019 target of 28 was not met due to the covid-19 school closure in March, 2020. Only twelve
students received program reviews/revisions. All students continued on with their sensory plans each
day.
Students utilizing weighted vests, move n sit cushions, fidget toys and resistance bands experienced
further improvement with focus and attention during academic classes.
Some students that started heavy muscle work started to seek it more often by showing enthusiasm for
floor scooters and medicine ball exercises after experiencing the positive impact on their well-being
and improved body awareness (proprioception).
A few students were more willing to attempt new and unfamiliar activities in the Sensory gym.
The effect of the stretching program in the Sensory gym has shown results in better mobility and
strength in some students.
Some students continued to improve their expressive language skills with more words/phrases due to
more exposure to the Gemiini program (cumulative effect).
Students acquired more skills due to improved receptive language skills by enjoying the cumulative
effect of Gemiini twice per day in classes.
The yearly subscription fee for Gemiini was paid for by donations to the school and fundraising
efforts.
Partial payment for the OT was paid for by CARCSD this term but has been discontinued as of June,
2020.

EE

Local Outcome: Children and youth with at risk factors have their needs
addressed through timely and effective programs and supports.
Performance
Measure

Results (in percentages)

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
LOCAL: Percentage
of parents satisfied
with the accessibility,
effectiveness and
SCH00L SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL
efficiency of services SURVEY
SURVEY SURVEY SURVEY SURVEY
and supports for
94% 83% 63% 74% 85%
children with special
needs (music therapy,
sensory integration,
communications).

Alberta Education

Target
2020

BASED ON
5 YR AVG

80%

Evaluation

Targets

Achievement Improvement Overall 2021 2022 2023

81% 82% 83%
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Commentary on Results














There was an increasing need for PT services this term due to the loss of our former sensory
integration therapist who was a physical therapist. We were still able to offer occupational therapy
with the new therapist however. This will be discontinued due to the loss of all CARCSD funding
next term.
Parents satisfied with the accessibility, effectiveness and efficiency of services was 84%.
As more students have been refused community services and past services (REACH, CARCSD)
have been discontinued, there will be an increasing need for the school to provide consultations and
services for PT, OT, vision, hearing, mobility and speech in the future.
One Primary student spent time at home recovering post-surgery due to the school closure in March,
2020.
Students continued to be served by the Public Health Nurse for inoculations, Glenrose, Stollery and
Children’s Hospitals for seating and medical concerns.
Several students used their own iPads for communication/leisure pursuits/calming strategies this
term. Parents were able to program these iPads with the child’s personal preferences and they were
most useful for the students while in school.
Our students continued to use school iPads for educational purposes, leisure pursuits (music/games),
and communication.
The parents that were still receiving services for home therapies shared the information with the
school in order for us to help with any therapy that could be carried out during the day to help the
student.
All sensory integration reviews, OT suggestions/consultations and revisions of the sensory plans for
students were sent to parents, teachers and residential managers.
Sensory integration activities were used in the classrooms as well as the gym (heavy muscle work,
ROM movements, foot baths, lotion rubs, vibration therapy and weighted vests) depending on the
recommendations for each student.
Communication was practiced using switches with some of the Primary and Secondary students.

Local Outcome: Students use technology to enhance basic life and leisure
skills.
Results (in percentages)

Performance
Measure
LOCAL: Number of
students in the
GEMIINI program.
LOCAL: Percentage
of parents satisfied
with student access
to liberating
technology programs
(iPads, Smartboards,
laptops).

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Target
2020

SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL BASED ON
INFO &
INFO &
INFO &
INFO &
INFO &
5 YR AVG
SURVEY SURVEY SURVEY SURVEY SURVEY

84%

94%

26
92%

26
84%

26
77%

26
86%

Evaluation

Targets

Achievement Improvement Overall 2021 2022 2023

27 28
29
87% 88% 89%

Comments on Results







All students received Gemiini programming twice per day in Language, Math and Advanced classes
on the Smartboards.
The 2019 target of 90% for parents satisfied with student access to liberating technology programs
was not met due to three “no answer” replies on the surveys (new parents).
The Language teacher conducted a weekly class using all the classroom iPads to teach the
students/aides how to make the best use of them for learning/leisure.
Classroom teachers used their classroom iPads to help with communication, to provide exposure to
learning apps, as well as leisure skills such as music and games.
The Smartboards were used extensively in academic classes to enhance the curriculums and spark
excitement in the students for literacy and numeracy skill development. The students were especially
excited to be able to interact with the smartboards while learning concepts.
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The Advanced classroom teacher was able to utilize the smartboard for many activities in her program
as the students in her classroom are very tech savvy and able to use many more applications for
learning. Technology in this classroom holds the attention of all the students with the exception of a
couple with severe autism that are uneasy with technology in general.
It was no surprise that the individual laptops and the all in one classroom computer were used
continually by the students for research projects and leisure development skills.
The educational programming in all classes improved with the skill development of the teachers using
the smartboards and their continued expansion of expertise in using the Internet to source new
programs/apps/information.

DKDKDJJJJJJJJSEE

Performance
Measure
LOCAL: Percentage
of parents satisfied
that IPP goals are
being clearly
communicated as
learning expectations
for their child.
LOCAL: Percentage
of parents satisfied
that school staff are
helping their child
achieve IPP goals.

Results (in percentages)
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL
SURVEY SURVEY SURVEY SURVEY SURVEY

96%
96%

94%
94%

95%
95%

87%
90%

77%
92%

Target
2020

Evaluation

Targets

Achievement Improvement Overall 2021 2022 2023

BASED ON
5 YR AVG

90%
93%

91% 92% 93%
94% 95% 96%

Commentary on Results









The first and second targets of 95% were not met due to three new parents with unsure responses (had
not attended the parent-teacher interview yet).
Attendance at the first two parent teacher interviews was excellent. A couple of alternate meetings
were arranged for parents that could not attend on that day and one parent that could not attend due to
health issues was sent the documents and the teacher conducted the interview by phone. We anticipate
that our new knowledge of zoom meeting will come in handy for these type of circumstances in the
future!
Our parents had the opportunity to express their thoughts about the IPP goals through the survey sent
out in January but unfortunately not in May due to the covid-19 school closure.
The parents that took part in the on-line zoom classes had a chance to ask questions and comment on
this platform before the classes started at the “meet and greet virtual learning” session before the
classes started and at the end of programming in June.
The Principal Monica Lawes conducted the year-end parent teacher interviews in June, 2020 and
completed the IPPs with the additional on-line goals sheets.
Many of the parents and residential managers were not prepared for the virtual classes and were not
that interested in taking part when they were offered. We made some headway during that time but
would need to educate and offer parents even more help to navigate if we were to go back to this
option in the future.
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Outcome Four: Alberta’s K-12 education system is well governed and
managed
Performance Measure

Results (in percentages)
2016

2017

Target

Evaluation

Targets

2018 2019 2020 2020 Achievement Improvement Overall 2021 2022 2023

Percentage of teacher,
parent and student
agreement that: students
are safe at school, are
learning the importance of
caring for others, are
learning respect for others
and are treated fairly in
school.

96.6 100.01 100.0 n/a

*

Percentage of teachers,
parents and students
satisfied with the overall
quality of basic education.

88.6

77.8

68.1

n/a

*

Percentage of teachers and
parents who agree that
students are taught attitudes
and behaviours that will
100.0
make them successful at
work when they finish
school.

66.7

75.0

n/a

Percentage of teacher and
parent satisfaction that
students demonstrate the
knowledge, skills and
attitudes necessary for
lifelong learning.

83.3

75.0

35.7

Percentage of teachers and
parents satisfied with
parental involvement in
decisions about their child's
education.

80.0

86.7

81.6

Percentage of teachers,
parents and students
indicating that their school
and schools in their
jurisdiction have improved
or stayed the same the last
three years.

66.7

83.3

98.8

98

99

100

n/a

79

80

81

n/a

n/a

81

82

83

n/a

n/a

n/a

65

66

67

n/a

n/a

n/a

83

84

85

n/a

n/a

n/a

84

85

86

n/a

n/a

n/a

78.0

n/a

n/a

*

80.5

n/a

n/a

*

64.6

n/a

*

82.7

100.0 n/a

*

83.3

Commentary on Results



2020 results were suppressed due to less than six respondents.

Safe at school
 School surveys reported the percentage of parents that felt the students were safe at school, were
learning the importance of caring for others and were treated fairly in school was 92.3% ( 1 “no”
response was reported due to a parent responding that her child was not learning respect for others at
school).
 Students were supported by specialized student aides and closely supervised at all times.
 All staff members were given the opportunity to receive free flu shots.
 All staff members reviewed school policies regarding medical and evacuation emergencies.
 All staff members took mandatory recertification training in Pro-Act and Abuse Protocol.
 A fire inspection was completed in November, 2019 with satisfactory results and a health inspection
was completed in March, 2019 with satisfactory results in accordance with Alberta Education
regulations.
 All fire extinguishers were updated/replaced on the annual inspection date.
 The school no-tolerance policy regarding student illness was utilized to protect our medically fragile
students and manage pandemic situations.
Alberta Education
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Our contracted landscaping company continued to clear sidewalks of snow, mow lawns and trim trees
for safety all year round.
 The PCLASS maintenance crew was available to fix any equipment posing safety threats in the school
or on school property.
 Two of our staff members sat on the Occupational Health and Safety committee for PCLASS.
 PIPA (Privacy Principles Policy) remained in full force with the Principal in charge.
 Student conduct and behavior was focused upon using sensory integration techniques/procedures for
student improvement.
 The Snoezelen room and private environments for students with severe autism proved to be very
successful in improving their abilities to cope sensory overload/issues throughout their school days.
 The suspension and expulsion policies remained in force if needed.
 The buses were inspected as per regulations and necessary repairs took place as needed on a regular
basis.
 Only bus drivers with Class 4 licence and S-endorsement certification were allowed to drive buses and
completed mandatory inspections of the bus each day before usage.
 Bus riders were on our bus and Action buses for safety of the students.
 Bus transportation was cancelled on days where the temperature was -30C or colder.
 Transportation of students in wheelchairs by Action Bus was arranged to lessen the risk for these
students on colder days due to reduced number of students transported in their buses and much shorter
routes.
 All furnaces were kept in good repair. Annual inspections were completed on backflow devices, the
fire box system, and smoke detectors.
 Staff members continued to complete monthly inspections of all equipment and buses.
 Lockdown and fire evacuation procedures were practiced throughout the year as per Alberta Education
regulations.
 All full-time staff continued to have a health and wellness benefit plan to ensure that they are able to
stay home when ill.
Overall quality of basic education
 On our school surveys, 100% of parents were satisfied with the overall quality of basic education.
 We offered basic education in literacy, numeracy, and physical education.
 Three certified teachers taught literacy and numeracy to the students.
 A nurse and EMT ensured that the students in their homerooms attended the academic classes run by
the certified teachers and also provided the specialized programming needed to their students in
wheelchairs.
 Beyond the academic learning, the school offered unique programs to all the students to provide more
skill development. These programs added much needed holistic treatment for our students to live a
well-rounded life now and in the future. Snoezelen therapy, sensory integration, Gemiini on-line,
video-modelling lessons, snack program, mobility training, music appreciation and movement, prevocational skill development, community awareness, recreation, socialization skills training, play skills
and all important basic life skills were all incorporated into the busy days at school.
Students successful at work when they finish school:
 Our pre-vocational program for the students in the Advanced classroom was carried out in the school
and in the community with students learning the basic skills involved in having a job responsibility.
Students started with jobs in the classroom, delivering mail to the office next door, and helping with the
recycle program. The students then progressed to community pre-vocational training which includes
grocery shopping for the snack program, taking recycle materials to the bottle depot and the recycle
center, and purchasing needed items for the school at different venues around the city. The next step
was the volunteering program once per week at a chosen location. Three of the Advanced classroom
students practiced their skills at a local thrift store this term and enjoyed their time there immensely.
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Skills necessary for lifelong learning
 Skills practiced for lifelong learning for our students involved improvement of basic life skills,
communication and community awareness/sense of belonging. By providing these skills to our
students, they will be able to access the services of community bridgers, caregivers and adult social
groups in the future to lead a productive and happy life.
 For students capable of higher education or adult placement at Cosmos, the Advanced teacher would
discuss the options with the parent/caregiver and arrange for applications/tours/advice from the Red
Deer College or Cosmos for that student.
Parental involvement in decisions
 Percentage of parents satisfied with involvement in decisions about their child’s education on surveys was
100%.
 Discussions were completed with parents calling the Director with issues/suggestions/ideas.
 Communication books were utilized for communication between home and school each day.
 Phone calls were made by teachers if any PRN medications were needed or they had questions about the
health of the student.
 Parents received incident reports if there were any injuries/behavior incidents at school.
School improved or stayed the same in last 3 years
 Parent surveys reported school improvement or the same was 85%.
 Improvements this term included:
 new floor and wall registers in the hallway, gym and entry ways
 all outdoor soffits, railings, window and door trims and entries were painted and repaired
 new security system for main building and portables
 satellites receivers for better Internet connection in the portables
 webcams for the smartboards
 new urinal in boy’s washroom
 air purifiers in classrooms, kitchen and office area
 new mobility path in backyard playground
 floodlights for parking lot
 sunken trampoline in playground
 school and portables disinfected and deeply cleaned top to bottom
 outside of school and portables cleaned and repaired
 shingles replaced on office and kitchen/furnace room areas
 sandpits weeded and rototilled
 all equipment purchased for re-entry in September (covid-19 precautions)
Parent comments on school survey January, 2020:
 Very happy with TR’s year.
 MM more assertive with communicating her wants.
 JN experiencing some increased frustration but also increased enjoyment.
 TP attempting to communicate her needs more.
 BS much more verbal – lots of words and singing at home – much more content and significantly less
anxiety.
 Everything is great with JR!
 NT has continued quality of life – enjoying life, having fun!
 I like the updated form.
 I feel that Parkland School has done an excellent job of teaching TLR in all parts of her life skills and
education.
 JS still feels he is earning (or should earn) Parkland bucks if he doesn’t tease others. We still feel he
knows not to do this and it is just expected of him.
NOTE: There were only 13 surveys received this term due to school closure.
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Performance
Measure
LOCAL: Percentage
of parents/teachers
satisfied that the
school provided
emergency learning
and skill maintenance
during the COVID19
school closure
through Zoom
meetings and website
resources (Nov
AERR results).

Results (in percentages)
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Target
2020

Evaluation

Targets

Achievement Improvement Overall 2021 2022 2023

BASED ON
5 YR AVG

n/a

n/a

Nov/20

n/a

n/a

Commentary on Results









Parent surveys have not been done yet this term so there are no results on this goal.
The parents that took part in the emergency learning in June, 2020 were very receptive and told the
Principal that they appreciated it during her year-end calls.
The number of parents that took part in the on-line platform were very few (4-7).
The other parents/residential managers shared that they did not take part due to lack of technology,
lack of staffing/times not suitable and the belief that the student would not be able to focus/be
interested in a computer screen.
Parents did express thanks for the resources on the website pages with suggested apps/activities that
they could use during this time.
All results and comments were recorded on the IPPs at the end of June.
Parents did appreciate the email system and responded when asked. This in itself was a great new
advantage for us and will be very useful for getting more information to the parents in the future.

Performance
Measure

Results (in percentages)

2016 2017 2018
LOCAL: Percentage
of Advanced
classroom students
involved in prevocational program
SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL
INFO
INFO
INFO
at the school.
LOCAL: Percentage 100% 100% 100%
67% 67% 67%
of Advanced
classroom students
involved in the prevocational
community program.

2019

SCHOOL
INFO

2020

Target
2020

Evaluation

Targets

Achievement Improvement Overall 2021 2022 2023

SCHOOL BASED ON
5 YR AVG
INFO

50% 57%
50% 43%

81%
63%

82% 83% 84%
64% 65% 66%

Commentary on Results






Did not meet the two 2019 targets of 86% and 71% due to fewer students being capable of this skill
development.
Targets will be lower in the future due to the age of new students, and students with severe
autism/anxiety and behavioral challenges.
Participating students were very happy with their job responsibilities and especially enjoyed the work
at the local thrift store. They were proud of their accomplishments.
We continued to provide a dedicated staff member to work with the students both in school and in the
community to gain skills that could transfer to work placements after graduation.
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Local Outcome: Business and community play a meaningful role in prevocational skill development, life skills training and recreational
enhancement and awareness for the students.
Performance
Measure

Results (in percentages)
2016

2017

2018

2019

Target

2020

2020

Evaluation

Targets

Achievement Improvement Overall 2021 2022 2023

LOCAL: Number of
businesses and
community facilities
utilized in prevocational, life skills
BASED ON
and recreational
SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL 5 YR AVG
activities.
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
29
LOCAL:
29
29
30
30
28
100%
Percentage of
100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
students utilizing
school/work
placements and
community
involvement for
their education.

28
29
30
100% 100% 100%

Commentary on Results






The 2019 target of 30 was not met as a couple of venues used in the past were dropped due to the
school using on-line shopping to save money on certain items.
Due to maintaining an excellent student/staff ratio, we were still able to access the community on a
regular basis to teach prioritized skill development in a realistic environment.
School outings this term were fewer than usual due to the covid-19 school closure. Venues visited
were Lacombe Corn Maze, MacKenzie trails, Bower Ponds, Collicut Centre, Heritage Lanes, and
Kerrywood Nature Center.
A special outing for the entire student population was made possible by the fundraising efforts of our
school staff. They raised enough money by selling baked goods at the Christmas Party to pay for a
private movie viewing at the Carnival Theatre.

Local Outcome: Students are well prepared for lifelong learning by
providing them with access to the education they need to prepare them for
entry into adult placements for the disabled in the community.
Performance
Measure
LOCAL: Number of
students graduating
each year.
LOCAL: Number of
students applying for
placement in the
Transitional
Vocational Program
(TVP) program at Red
Deer College or
Cosmos Enterprises.

Results (in percentages)
2016

2017

2018

2019

Target

2020

2020

Evaluation

Targets

Achievement Improvement Overall 2021 2022 2023

SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL BASED ON
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
5 YR AVG

7
1

1
0

3
1

1
0

1
0

2
0

n/a

n/a

n/a

Commentary on Results





One student from the Secondary classroom graduated this term. A virtual graduation was celebrated in
June, 2020. This student was invited to join our next graduation which we hope will be celebrated as
usual.
This graduate was not eligible for the college program but may be able to attend Cosmos in the future.
As our student population continues to change, there are more students with severe medical, physical
and behavioral challenges. The majority of these students may not be able to attend college or Cosmos
Enterprises.
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Local Outcome: Parents have the opportunity to choose a school program
for their child after touring the school and being advised to contact their
school jurisdiction to view their programs – parents are encouraged to
make an informed choice.
Performance
Measure
LOCAL: Number of
inquiries/tours given
within the school
term.
LOCAL: Number of
students enrolled.

Results (in percentages)
2016

2017

2018

2019

Target

2020

SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO

12
8

25
5

19
0

22
1

9
4

2020

Evaluation

Targets

Achievement Improvement Overall 2021 2022 2023

BASED ON
5 YR AVG

17
3

n/a

n/a

n/a

Commentary on Results









The 2019 target of 22 was not met and only nine inquiries for placement were made this term.
Inquiries came from school jurisdictions, parents and social service agencies. Parents were directed
back to their school jurisdiction to view the programs there in the interest of making an informed
choice.
The 2019 target of 4 new students was exceeded. Five new students were enrolled during the term.
We continued to work closely with public, separate, and county school jurisdictions as well as NWT
and Nunavut governments, aboriginal bands, Jordan’s Principle, Advancing Futures, and social
services agencies to offer programming to those students referred to us.
Our school tour guide was given out after tours to further explain the school programs.
The school website was redesigned to provide interested parties with current information on Parkland
School.
A new school video was made for use during the pandemic with inquiries and fundraising efforts.

KDKDKDJJJJJJJJSEE

Local Outcome: Parents and community members as Board members have
the opportunity to formulate program ends policies for the school.
Performance
Measure
LOCAL: Percentage
of parents satisfied
with the opportunity to
be a board member
on the Parkland
Community Living and
Supports Board of
Directors.
LOCAL: Number of
parents on the Board
of Directors.

Results (in percentages)
2016

2017

2018

2019 2020

Target
2020

SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL BASED ON
SURVEY SURVEY SURVEY SURVEY SURVEY 5 YR AVG
& INFO
& INFO
& INFO
& INFO
& INFO

77%
4

77%
4

54%
4

85%
4

85%
4

76%
4

Evaluation

Targets

Achievement Improvement Overall 2021 2022 2023

77% 78% 79%
4
4
4

Commentary on Results





The first 2019 target of 76% regarding opportunity to become a board member and the second 2019
target of 4 parents on the board were both met.
The Board of Directors continues to have a nice mix of business and community members as well as
parents and partners with disabilities.
The Annual Program Ends Report was presented to the Board at the annual retreat in October, 2019 for
approval/compliance. At that time, board members were given the opportunity to ask questions about
outcomes, concerns and goals for the future. The report was successfully accepted.
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SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL RESULTS 2019-2020
As of November 24, 2008, Parkland School receives Level 2 funding from Alberta Education.
Funds received from Alberta Education for the 19/20 school term were $623,912 (figure from Kevin Lee on our
funding framework April, 2020). This figure includes funding from basic, severe, equity of opportunity, plants
and maintenance and First Nations, Metis and Inuit grants. NOTE: base funding was reduced 14% due to
COVID-19 school closures.
Funds were spent on:

Staffing (teachers, specialized aides, subs)

Outside consultants (occupational therapy consultations, sensory integration consultations)

Yearly subscription fees (Gemiini, Starfall, Disney+, Smart Learning Suite for smartboards)

Equipment (sensory items and equipment, classroom materials, student bus harnesses, furniture,
specialized toys, computer hardware and software, satellite receivers, webcams, headsets)

Equipment for re-entry in Sept, 2020 (masks, thermometers, face shields, foggers, floor signage,
disinfectants, hand sanitizer, air purifiers)

Internet charges

Maintenance (equipment, buses, yard, repairs, snow removal from yard, roof repair, new gym doors)

Facility improvements (new security system, flood light by back gate)

Outside services (electricians, plumbers, janitors, handyman, yard maintenance, playground repairs)

Food (snack program)

Action bus service fees

Fuel (buses)

Administration (office expenses and services – payroll, accounting, staff recruitment and copier lease)

EXPENDITURES 2019-2020

On instruction =
76.3% ($769,317)
On administration=
10.9% ($109,877)
On transportation=
1.9% ($18,982)
On operations + maintenance= 10.9% ($110,133)
TOTAL:
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ACTUAL EXPENDITURES 2019-2020

INSTRUCTION
ADMIN
TRANSPORT
OPERATIONS

NOTE: Transportation was very low due to school closure in March/20.

COPIES OF BUDGET STATEMENT AVAILABLE THROUGH:

JANNA MILLER
DIRECTOR OF FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
PARKLAND COMMUNITY LIVING AND SUPPORTS SOCIETY
6010 – 45 Avenue
Red Deer, AB
T4N 3M4

TIMELINES AND COMMUNICATION
 The EDUCATION PLAN and AERR documents will be available in late May and late November by on
our website www.parklandschool.org.(see specific buttons on home page).
 The EDUCATION PLAN and AERR hardcopy documents will be available in early June and early
December for all society members and parents upon request. A memo will be sent out to all parents
and posted on the website regarding access to this information through the school office. School
surveys show that 100% of parents are satisfied with the accessibility of these documents.
 Staff members will be provided with copies to read.
 The Board of Directors of Parkland Community Living and Supports Society will be provided with
copies of the documents upon completion.

WHISTLEBLOWER POLICY DISCLOSURES:




A Whistleblower policy for Parkland School was put in place by November 30, 2014.
No whistleblower claims were received in the 2019/2020 school term.
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PARKLAND CLASS
MANUAL
Subject: Parkland School – General

POLICY AND PROCEDURES

Ref no.: V:2:1.0

OVERVIEW

Parkland School mandate is to provide a variety of educational programs for children
who are diagnosed with various developmental and physical disabilities.
Parkland School is accredited by Alberta Education and is funded by Government
departments and various public and separate school jurisdictions, social services,
northern funding sources plus Jordan’s Principle and Advancing Futures programs.
Educational programs provided include:


Specialized Supports Program

see Ch. V:2:2.0



Regular School Program

see Ch. V:2:3.0



Augmentative Communication Program

see Ch. V:2:4.0



Technology Program

see Ch. V:2:5.0

POLICY

1.0

Parkland School programs shall support and uphold the Agency’s Ends
Policies, Mission Statement and Values.

2.0

Each student shall have educational and life skills goals incorporated into their
Individual Program Plan (IPP), which is consistent with Alberta Education
assurance domains and Programs of Study.

Date: August 31, 1998
Update: November 15, 2018
Update: July 21, 2020
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PARKLAND CLASS
MANUAL
Subject: Parkland School –
Specialized Supports Program

1.0

POLICY AND PROCEDURES

Ref no.: V:2:2.0

General Description
Parkland School Specialized Supports Program provides education, life skills training
and physical supports to students with multiple disabilities during the regular school
term. The program addresses speech, physical/occupational therapy,
communication, hearing, vision, mobility, behavior modification, sensory stimulation
and medical needs of the students.

2.0

Target Population
Target population includes students aged five years eight months (5.8) to nineteen
(19) years (as of September 1). These students present with severe developmental
disabilities in combination with physical and medical disabilities as well.

3.0

Program Objectives
Program objectives include learning, sharing, choice-making, independent play,
cooperative activity, socialization with peers, problem-solving, feeding, toileting and
mobility training. Professional consultations are used extensively from the Pediatric
Rehabilitation Unit through the DTHR (David Thompson Health Region), the Red Deer
Health Unit and private consultants contracted by the school.
This support enables students to be as independent as possible while enjoying a
variety of situations and experiences that promote growth and socialization through
communicated needs, wants and choices, making school life more engaging and
fulfilling.

4.0

Values and Principles

Supporting values and principles include:
 Choice of an alternate educational setting that includes appropriate levels of
technical and personal support which, in turn, facilitates and optimizes
education and enhances future choices and dignity; and
 Citizenship facilitated through community awareness programs, recreational
activities and access to generic community services.
POLICY
1.0

Parkland School MDH Program shall support and uphold the Agency’s Ends
Policies, Mission Statement and Values.

Date: August 31, 1998
Update: November 15, 2018
Update: July 21, 2020
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PARKLAND CLASS
MANUAL

POLICY AND PROCEDURES

Subject: Parkland School – Regular School Program

1.0

Ref no.: V:2:3.0

General Description
Parkland School Regular School Program focuses on the basic concepts of
education, socialization and essential living-skill development. Various classes
promote academic, non-academic, personal and physical development. The Regular
School Program is delivered both within Parkland School and the community on a
regular basis.

2.0

Target Population
Target population generally includes students aged five years eight months (5.8) to
nineteen (19) years (as of September 1). All students must fall within the Special
Education coding criteria to receive financial grants from Alberta Education to support
their education.

3.0

Program Objectives
Program objectives include the development of individual student potential in literacy,
numeracy, basic living skills, fine arts, physical education, fine/gross motor skills,
socialization, health/safety and citizenship.

4.0

Values and Principles
Supporting values and principles include:


Choice of an alternate educational setting that includes appropriate levels of
technical and personal support which, in turn, facilitates and optimizes
education and enhances future choices and dignity; and



Equality of Opportunity fostered through practical skill development which
enables students to gain greater independence and an inclusive community
life.

POLICY
1.0

Parkland School Regular School Program shall support and uphold the
Agency’s Ends Policies, Mission Statement and Values.

Date: August 31, 1998
Update: November 15, 2018
Update: July 21, 2020
Alberta Education
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PARKLAND CLASS
MANUAL

POLICY AND PROCEDURES

Subject: Parkland School –
Augmentative Communication Program

1.0

Ref no.: V:2:4.0

General Description
Parkland School Augmentative Communication Program uses computer systems,
iPads, on-line video modelling systems, technical talkers, symbol shelves, eye gaze
boards, Boardmaker picture schedules/strips, photo cards, choice boards and
switches to develop communication skills for students with communication difficulties.
In addition to the development of alternative communication skills, students also have
access to innovative software, hardware and other technological devices to advance
their personal living skills. Every student learns at a level, and through a means,
which is most appropriate to abilities possessed.

2.0

Target Population
Target population includes all students aged five years eight months (5.8) to nineteen
(19) years (as of September 1). These are students who experience difficulties with
expressive/receptive communication in general.

3.0

Program Objectives
Program objectives include developing skills and understanding of computer and iPad
use, cause and effect, visual and auditory attending, compliance to task, making
choices, switch management, technical talker training, and the development of a
communication system which is appropriate for each student for their use in any
environment.

4.0

Values and Principles
Supporting values and principles include:


Choice of alternate systems to develop the best means of communication for
every student, and



Equality of Opportunity fostered through practical skill development in the use
of various technological and communication devises/systems which will assist
in accessing and participating in the broader community.

POLICY
1.0

Parkland School Augmentative Communication Program shall support and uphold the
Agency’s Ends Policies, Mission Statement and Values.

Date: August 31, 1998
Update: November 15, 2018
Update: July 21,, 2020
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PARKLAND CLASS
MANUAL

POLICY AND PROCEDURES

Subject: Parkland School – Technology Program

1.0

Ref no.: V:2:5.0

General Description
The purpose of the Parkland School Technology Program is to enhance regular
academic classes and improve the students’ capabilities in the areas of literacy and
numeracy. Smartboards, laptops, iPads along with appropriate apps/programs
maximize the students’ learning abilities through increased attentiveness and
motivation. The areas of basic living, socialization, motor and citizenship skills are
also taught utilizing technology.

2.0

Target Population
The target population includes all students aged five years eight months (5.8) to
nineteen (19) years (as of September 1).

3.0

Program Objectives
Program objectives include optimizing students’ vocabulary expansion, practical use
of mathematics and reading skills through the use and application of various
programs, apps and Internet on-line programs. The program also teaches
comprehension of whole language concepts, increased eye-hand coordination and
computer familiarity/ acceptance of experience.

4.0

Values and Principles
Supporting values and principles include:


Choice of alternate technologies to enhance learning in all realms and develop
leisure skills ; and



Equality of Opportunity fostered through skill development in the use of
technology and increased literacy which empowers students with
disabilities and increases control over their lives/environment now and
in the future.

POLICY
1.0

Parkland School Technology Program shall support and uphold the Agency’s
Ends Policies, Mission Statement and Values.

Date: August 31, 1998
Update: November 10, 2019
Update: July 21,, 2020
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